Mentoring is powerful – this has always been true – but it’s more critical today because young people need more guidance and preparation to navigate the demands and complexity of the changing labor market.

Simply put, there are nowhere near enough mentors available. Moreover, the most potent form of mentoring, natural mentoring, is unequally distributed, with youth from higher-income households more likely to have access to caring adult support outside the family. Why does this matter? Because the U.S. has historically aspired to the idea that all youth deserve an equal opportunity for success – and mentoring has become a critical ingredient for such success.
Two types of mentors: formal and natural.

Formal Mentors
Formal mentors are assigned to youth through programs like Big Brothers Big Sisters. An estimated 5% of American children and adolescents are in such programs.

Natural Mentors
Natural mentors emerge from a young person’s social circle, usually among extended family, neighbors, teachers, coaches, religious leaders and employers. More than 75% of American adolescents report having a natural mentor, though rates vary significantly by social class.

A 2015 report, *Don’t Quit on Me* from the Center for Promise, suggests that “relationship poverty” is impacting the life chances of millions of young people. Its findings include:

- Too many young people are facing too many hurdles to high school graduation with too little help.
- According to the National Center for Children in Poverty, 42% of children live in low-income families, half of whom are living below poverty.
- The presence of just one “stable, anchoring relationship” can be a gateway to crucial forms of support for academic and career success.
- According to young people themselves, they need mentors who: invest time in them over an extended period; have a “be there no matter what” commitment; empathize with their life situations and challenges; and offer help without judgment.

Mentors are especially valuable when mentorship is based on a shared interest.

- Based on a meta-analysis of mentoring programs, when programs pair mentors and youth based on similarity of interests, the overall benefits are nearly double what they are if there isn’t a shared interest.
- In higher education, connections with mentors in areas of interests are tied to long term thriving in work and life.
- Based on a survey of 30,000 college graduates, the Gallup Purdue *Great Jobs Great Lives* report concludes:

  “If graduates had a professor who cared about them as a person, made them excited about learning, and encouraged them to pursue their dreams, their odds of being engaged at work more than doubled, as did their odds of thriving in their well being.”
The rate of formal mentoring has remained stable over the past decade, suggesting that we will never be able to meet young people's need for mentoring through programs. Worse than the overall shortage of formal mentors is a disturbing gap in access to natural mentors. Lower family income, receiving public assistance, and neighborhood poverty are all negatively related to the likelihood of acquiring a natural mentor during adolescence and the transition to adulthood. What's more, lower income youth have fewer non-family mentors who can bridge them to new opportunities and discuss ideas about the future. They also are less likely to see their mentors as role models.

This natural mentoring gap is on top of the opportunity gap created by historic levels of income and wealth disparity. Between 1979 and 2005, average after-tax income (adjusted for inflation) grew by $900 a year for the bottom fifth of American households, by $8,700 a year for the middle fifth, and by $745,000 a year for the top 1% of households.

“Poor kids, through no fault of their own, are less prepared by their families, their schools, and their communities to develop their God-given talents as fully as rich kids. For economic productivity and growth, our country needs as much talent as we can find, and we certainly can’t afford to waste

— Robert D. Putnam, Our Kids: The American Dream in Crisis
We need mentoring interventions that help mobilize community resources and networks, facilitate youth’s capacity to draw on natural support, and encourage all adults to take a more active role in the lives of youth – and there are several successful models to draw on and replicate.

**Youth Initiated Mentorship (Teaching Youth To Fish)**
In the Youth Initiated Mentoring (YIM) approach, youth nominate adults to serve as their mentors, selecting from the adults already in their social networks. YIM program staff then provide relationship oversight, including screening, training, and supporting the mentors.

The National Guard Youth ChalleNGe Program
The YIM model has been successfully deployed for over a decade through this intensive program for adolescents who dropped out of high school.

The Connected Scholars Program
This program guides high school and college students in cultivating a network of supportive adults, rather than a single mentoring relationship. Students practice strategies for reaching out to and connecting with sources of support through role-playing, structured conversations, and networking events.

Intentional Mentorship (Stocking the Pond)
Intentional mentoring approaches seek to increase the availability of caring adults who serve as mentors. Adults in thousands of after-school programs, summer camps, competitive sports teams, and online interest group engage youth but may not know how to be effective mentors. All of these adults should have access to mentoring instruction and coaching.

Connected Camps
This program trains teens to teach and mentor younger children digital citizenship and STEM skills in the online game of Minecraft.

For more resources visit the Center for Evidence-Based Mentoring - MENTOR, Connected Scholars Program and Everyday Mentor.
Intentional mentoring approaches seek to increase the availability of caring adults who serve as mentors to all youth. This involves encouraging all adults to recognize and capitalize on their day-to-day encounters with young people as opportunities to provide support and to share interests and connections.
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